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Snowfarm XW 

The perfect solution to insure optimum snow condi-
tions in your ski resort throughout the season while 
controlling production costs ! AlpinovX has deve-
loped Snowfarm X, an innovative non-weather de-
pendent snowgun which is cost effective. It can ope-
rate in temperatures above zero, is energy-saving 
and allows the best use of water resources.

Successful with digitilization in tourism

With our digital marketing & sales possibilities we 
connect destinations with their tourists. The digitali-
zation of guests and services allows intelligent cus-
tomer marketing in various variants, to define spe-
cial offers for distinct groups and systematically sell 
them online. Alturos Destinations helps tourism re-
gions to use their potential and accompanies them 
on their path to a digital future.

New generation of snowshoe concept, ultra-light, 
ultra-compact

“New generation of snowshoe concept, ultra-light, 
which you forget in your backpack but of which you 
remember when you have snow over your knees”. 
Adapted to stiff slopes, any snows, climb, descent.

ISPO Gold Winner Award 2018: 1st effective answer 
facilitating approaches in soft snow, plates are qui-
ckly put on/off while keeping the crampons.

ALPINOVX

ALTUROS DESTINATIONS SAS

ANENA

Submix snow : Produce more snow earlier and 
with less water

Create more artificial snow earlier? YES! With disre-
gard to the environmental impact? NO!
You asked for it, and the AQUAGO team looked into 
the issue and created SUBMIX Snow to solve your 
problems.It is a low-consumption mixer, adapted 
to the extreme conditions and multiple functions of 
high-altitude water basins.  

AQUAGO / TECHSUB

www.alpinovx.com

www.alturos.com

www.aquago-snow.fr

www.anena.org

http://www.alpinovx.com
http://www.alturos.com
http://www.aquago-snow.fr
http://www.anena.org/
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Software solution 
management and 
operating ski area

ASCII is specialized 
in the development 
and implementa-
tion of industrial 
automation and 
industrial data. We 
present a software 
solution for piloting 
and operating a ski 
area: SKI VIEW Ob-
jectives: Supervi-
sion of the ski area 
and its equipment, 
dematerialization 
of registration do-

cuments (operating registry, slopes register, main-
tenance, traceability, global and exhaustive vision in 
real time ...).

Resero Whistle: Outdoor Emergency GPS beacon

Resero Whistle is an easy to use emergency beacon 
GPS tracker that allow outdoor enthusiasts to call 
for help in a single movement. User in need of help 
can send its GPS coordinate to the nearest emer-
gency crew as well as predefined contacts. Rescue 
operation will then be launched with necessary infos 
to find the victim rapidly. Tracker function will enable 
rescue squad to locate the user if he’s missing in 
action.

TXMX8’s LiDAR system

Azur Drones has equipped its TXMX8 UAV with a 
LiDAR system (RIEGL VUX1-UAV laser) to perform 
very precise topographic data measurements. This 
technology is particularly suitable for vegetated en-
vironments. An airborne LiDAR survey can comple-
ment or replace field surveys. It’s a real revolution in 
terms of cost, time and accuracy.

ASCII

AVALANCHE FLOAT SOLUTIONS

AZUR DRONES

The new BigAirBag Landing

After more than one year of development and athlete 
testing Bigairbag proudly unveils the BigAirBag 
Landing, which is fully customizable in size, shape 
and (marketing) design. With its adjustable soft- and 
firmness multiple Extreme Sports can be practised. 

BIGAIRBAGwww.ascii.fr

www.resero-whitsle.com

www.bigairbag.com/fr/

www.azurdrones.com

http://ascii.fr/
http://www.resero-whitsle.com
www.bigairbag.com/fr/
https://www.azurdrones.com/fr/
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All aerial work by helicopter

BLUGEON HELICOPTERES is a family business 
founded by Christian BLUGEON with more than 35 
years of experience. He also has 30 800 flight hours 
mainly in the mountains and aerial works. Now, we 
are based in the heart of the Alps. 
Our specialities: All types of aerial work from the 
smallest to the biggest, mountain rescues, aerial 
photo shoots, passengers transport, events...

BLUGEON HELICOPTERES

Giant descender

An innovative multifunctional descender developed 
to meet the demands of the most technical rope 
access and rescue specialists. The patented inter-
nal mechanism combines with robust hot-forged 
construction and advanced ergonomics for excep-
tional control even with heavy loads. 

CAMP

Digital systems 
dedicated to 
innovative use of its 
customers

Augmented Vigilance 
by computer system. 
Detects closure de-
fects of restraining bar 
by camera. The system 
is non-intrusive for the 
passenger and does 
not require any change 
of the chairlift. SIVAO is 
improving along usage 
because it is based on 
learning technologies.

Phase 2 to come up : 
the skier’s posture on 
the seat ...

BLUECIME

Gamme EVOLUTION Blåkläder – 
all weather protection   

Max your capacity with our EVOLUTION range de-
signed with performance and style in every detail. 
Wear as a coordinate, as an outer layer or separately 
(winter parka, shell jacket, insulation jacket, fleece 
jacket).

BLAKLADER

www.blaklader.fr

www.bluecime.com

www.camp-france.fr

www.blugeon-helicopteres.com

www.blaklader.fr/fr
http://www.bluecime.com/
http://camp-france.fr
www.blugeon-helicopteres.com
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New coating for Alvenius Snowline steel pipes

Caratelli have delivered and installed Alvenius 
Snowline pipes in many of ski resorts in France and 
in Europe since 1983. The Snowline pipe is a steel 
pipe with inside and outside thermoplastic coating. 
From 2015 Alvenius have added an additional outside 
layer of PE-coating ROCSHIELD™. This new coating 
will make the pipes even more durable and easier to 
handle. 

The ideal tool for digitizing your work with preven-
tive maintenance, quality and health & safety

Use the App for : All types of check-ups (quality 
controls) / Safety rounds, risk assessment and much 
more / Fluid level reporting for any type of equipment 
/ Deviation reporting & handling / Incident reporting 
such as work accidents, near hits and safety 
observations.

EASY RESCUE: Pulley for 
evacuation from cable

Combined anchor and 
pulley for evacuation from  
cable for use on cables Ø 
20 ÷ 60 mm max and incli-
nation ± 50° max.

Lightweight and well ba-
lanced, it can be used 
with only one hand.

High breaking strength, 
3 people max safety pul-
ley in the centre that acti-
vates in case of extra load.

CARATELLI

CHECKPROOF

CLIMBING 
TECHNOLOGY

Transmission V-Belts

This type of belt is made from an EPDM rubber 
compound that adapts perfectly to very low 
temperatures (-50°/+130°) while ensuring the high 
grip on pulleys required by detachable chairlifts, 
funitels and gondolas.

COVIMA S.L.

www.caratelli.fr

www.covimafunibelt.com

www.climbingtechnology.fr

www.covimafunibelt.com

www.caratelli.fr
http://covimafunibelt.com/
www.climbingtechnology.fr
http://covimafunibelt.com/
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Urban transport, specific on cable

CTECH develops the innovations of Denis CREISSELS 

in cable transport, covered by patents.

The most recent and important is a public transport 
using into the existing ways of cities, electric  25/75 
p. vehicles, running at 35 miles/h on very tight rope, 
for 1500 to 3000  p./ h , with maxi safety and efficiency 
in public airspace.

CREISSELS TECHNOLOGIES

VENTUS 4.0, PERFORMANCE & DESIGN

Now more than ever, a snow gun is not merely a 
simple machine for producing snow, but a high-
tech, functional product that is able to capture 
hearts and minds. And the performance is top class: 
20 kW power consumption combined with a water 
flow of 9 l/s, capable of producing up to 86 m3/h. 
Even better aerodynamic performance, with the new 
barrel optimizing the air flow produced by the fan.

DEMACLENKO

D-Line: Welcome to first class

Step on board and launch into the next ropeway ge-
neration with Doppelmayr. The D-Line is visionary 
ropeway technology with impressive features: Top 
passenger comfort, quiet operation, simple and 
time-saving maintenance, and much more besides 
make the D-Line first class.

Discover the benefits for yourself.

Pyeong Chang 2018 Olympic & Paralympic Winter 
Games Snowboard & Freestyle Skiing Venues

Ecosign Prepared the Master Plan for the Bokwang 
Phoenix Park Venue for the Snowboard & Freestyle 
Olympic Competitions and provided the detailed 
design and grading for construction of these 
competition venues.

DOPPELMAYR SEILBAHNEN GMBH

ECOSIGN MOUNTAIN RESORT PLANNERS LTD

www.creisselstechnologies.com

www.demaclenko.com

 www.ecosign.com 

www.doppelmayr.com

www.creisselstechnologies.com/
www.demaclenko.com
www.ecosign.com
www.doppelmayr.com
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ETAG SMART NOZZLE

ETAG is a smart nozzle 
that allows you to se-
cure and analyze each 
one of your fuel tran-
sactions.With a tag 
(RFID) fixed on the 
tank, ETAG smart 
nozzle automatically 
identifies the vehicle 
coming in front of one 
of your private gas 
station ‘s fuel pumps.

ETAG, the vehicles automatic recognition system.

ERLA TECHNOLOGIES

Hydraulic drilling system on your excavator – en-
gineering, implementation or rental.

We support you on your construction site and pro-
pose to analyse your needs to determine the best 
set-up and implementation of a hydraulic drilling 
system on your excavator. We propose as well for 
rental a 314D LCR excavator equipped with a Marini 
CID120 hydraulic drilling system and MA500 Ham-
mer.

ETABLISSEMENTS ANDRÉ CROS

The Ficap SafetyBox 

Put your conveyor belt in compliance with the new 
rules of Labor Inspection. A maintenance box ready 
to install by your electrician to secure access to the 
conveyor belt casings whatever the brand. The ap-
proved STRM TG and DGT system is universal.

Come see us on stand 642 lane 6, we will also intro-
duce our high speed conveyor belt to 3600 p / h.

FICAP

Energy saving heating cables & mats

Up to now, hot air or infrared heaters were used to 
remove ice and snow in lift stations, boarding belt 
pits,windespeed sensors, braking and hydraulic 
components. FLEXELEC has designed and 
manufactered flexible contact waterproff heaters, 
which reduce the energy consumption for 10 to 100 
times. Integrating thermoswithes, these cables and 
mats are autonomous and have a very long lifetime 
with no maintenance...

FLEXELEC

www.erla.fr

www.ets-cros.fr www.flexelec.com

www.funbelt.fr

https://www.erla.fr/
http://www.ets-cros.fr/
www.flexelec.com
http://www.funbelt.fr/index_fr.html
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GMM’S SPRING BOX FOR YOUR SKILIFTS !

For better comfort, reliability and safety , GMM’s 
spring box has a magnetic brake which ensures 
progressive rope rewinding without shock or friction. 
Attaching parts of the platter have been standardized 
to homogenize their use and storage. GMM’s spring 
box is compact and readily accessible to the user 
for scheduled maintenance. It is designed for easy-
care and low cost maintenance. GMM’s spring box is 
manufactured in France.

GIMAR MONTAZ MAUTINO

AUTONOMUS VEHICLE FOR RESCUE ACCESS : 
MOTORGAMES

Gamesystem innovates 
to improve the 
rescue of gondola 
lifts by launching its 
MOTORGAMES. This 
vehicle, fully motorized 
and electronic, allows 
the rescuer to move on 
the cables and access 
the gondola vehicles 
in record time and 
effortlessly. Capable 
of evolving over long 
spans and crossing 
the clamps of cabins, 
this innovative device 
significantly reduces 
the rescue time.

GAMESYSTEM

Zip Curve

Zip Curve is a revolution in the ZipLines world !

Like  a  real  individual  rollercoaster  this  ac-
tivity  can  be  developed  in  flat  or  une-
ven  grounds.  It  adapts  perfectly  to  your  de-
sires in terms of speed  and sensations !

INDIANA’VENTURES

Angel Handle: safety device for chairlifts preven-
ting passengers fall

The Angel handle is an affordable security device that 
quickly and easily secures chairlifts in order to avoid 
passengers to slip under the restraining bar. Angel 
handle is easy to install thanks to its aluminum grip-
per jaw system suitable for most of the restraining 
bars on the market. No drilling is required to install 
the handle.

ID GROUP

 www.gamesystem.com 

 www.gmm-france.com

www.idgroup-france.com

www.indianaventurespro.com

www.gamesystem.com
www.gmm-france.com
http://idgroup-france.com
www.indianaventurespro.com
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THE EXCELLENCE OF MADE IN ITALY IN RUBBER 
SHEAVE LINERS

ISOPREN produces rubber sheave liners for 
cableways according to the highest technological 
standards. More than 100 items, different in type and 
size, to satisfy specific requirements and meet the 
needs of end-users. ISOPREN compounds resist 
both to winter low temperatures and summer hot 
temperatures. ISOPREN is: experience–production 
process–item duration–technical advice–reliability–
flexibility.

ISOPREN S.R.L.

The new PistenBully 600 represents snow 
management at the highest level: Level Red.  
This includes fully developed patents and the 
highest quality standards.

Innovative technology with 16 patents, intelligent 
features and an expert team, who has been working 
closely with the customers during the development 
phase. The overall concept for the new PistenBully 
600 is perfectly tailored to different needs - with a 
focus on efficiency and on preserving resources.

KÄSSBOHRER E.S.E.

CRM : la connaissance du client

Customer knowledge is the major challenge for the 
actors of the mountain sector. Jb Concept offers a 
unique Customer Relationship Management that 
aggregates and segments data, which makes it pos-
sible to implement simply & quickly targeted and 
automated marketing campaigns. Decision makers 
and marketing managers can define their business 
and strategic actions using the decision-making 
dashboards made available in the CRM tool offered 
by Jb Concept.

JB CONCEPT

Ski resort of the future

The county of Isère presents at its exhibition stand 
the “ski resort of the future” : the results of an 
extensive think tank on the use of the mountains 
in 2030, and the future of the ski resorts given the 
changes of touristic economy as well as climatic, 
sociologic and technologic domains.

ISERE TOURISME

www.alpesishere.com

www.jbconcept.fr

www.pistenbully.com

www.isopren.it

www.alpesishere.com
www.jbconcept.fr
www.pistenbully.com
www.isopren.it
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Smart Storage

mySkicase.com, self-service drying lockerOnline 
booking, 2 to 6 equipment, pinewood – painted steel 
or compact laminate finish, ski pass and/or smart-
phone access control. 

KORALP

LeitControl improves user comfort and operating 
safetyÐ_

The push of a button is enough to activate complex 
work processes. The new LeitControl control system 
from LEITNER ropeways does not only make many 
work processes relating to the ropeway much 
easier. The high level of ergonomics and simple user 
guidance based on modern operating systems also 
reduce the danger of operator errors and shorten 
the orientation of new employees.

LEITNER ROPEWAYS

Drying solution

KORALP®Expert, arrangement of individual or 
collective drying locker rooms.

Models adapted to every need: trackers, mechanics, 
drivers, ski instructorsDrying for boots, gloves, 
helmets, clothes. Storage of skis, poles, bags. 
Padlock locks, codes, RFID,....

KORALP

New SNOWsat feature: the grooming plan

Fleet management, snow depth measurement and 
now a grooming plan, called SNOWsat ToDo, the 
SNOWsat system continues to enlarge its features. 
The driver will now be able to read on the embedded 
system of his machine the specific work entered by 
the grooming manager. And he can directly confirm 
the job as soon as it is done. Target: always more 
efficiency!

KÄSSBOHRER E.S.E.

www.pistenbully.com

www.koralp.com

www.leitner-ropeways.com

www.koralp.com

www.pistenbully.com
www.koralp.com
https://www.leitner-ropeways.com/fr/
www.koralp.com
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«Arrow», the new 
base for slalom  
poles

LISKI has developed 
“ARROW” (34 and 28 
cm): the new base 
for slalom poles has 
NON-ROTATION sys-
tem, allowing the 
base to not rotate 
avoiding the enlarge-
ment of the hole that 
cause  the pole insta-
bility. 

LISKI SRL

«Jet», the smart re-
volution in shaft re-
placement

“JET”: the smart re-
volution in shaft re-
placement; coaches 
can replace broken 
shaft simply “pushing 
and turning” it, letting 
the base and joint 
into the snow ! try it!

LISKI SRL

In the continuity of ESF+, the ESF launch « Mon Sé-
jour en Montagne »

Since 2 years the ESF develop a dynamic packa-
ging  solution allowing customer to create an online 
trip without increase, in real time and with a single 
payment. Next September ESF+ will get a national 
website «Mon Séjour en Montagne» based on ski 
lessons, ski pass and accomadation. Eventually this 
website will be improved in a collaborative and fair 
way by the mountain actors for a winter/summer 
opening.

LES ECOLES DU SKI FRANÇAIS

LOW MONITORING IN SKI AREAS AND REAL-TIME 
SKIER GUIDANCE SYSTEM

Lumiplan has developed a unique and innovative 
system to optimize the flow of skiers. Based on flow 
measurement and waiting times at the lifts and on 
the count of skiers on the slopes, this Lumiplan in-
novation helps to improve the experience and cus-
tomer safety. It also improves the operating costs.

LUMIPLAN MONTAGNE

www.esf.net

www.liski.it

www.liski.it

www.lumiplan.com

https://www.esf.net/
http://www.liski.it/IT-it/index.asp
http://www.liski.it/IT-it/index.asp
www.lumiplan.com
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MINALOGIC

Easy Innovation for SMEs

Easytech is a program dedicated to SMEs aiming to 
integrate smart technologies (electronics, software, 
photonics) into their products.  It provides SMEs 
with support and funding for the development of a 
demonstrator. It is managed in partnership with re-
search labs and engineering schools. 

MND GROUP

Un nouvel équipement, pour toujours plus de 
personnalisation !

Nous affirmons notre expertise avec l’acquisition 
d’un nouveau logiciel et répondons à toutes vos 
demandes : défonçage, gravage, bas-relief… Un 
outil idéal pour vos réalisations en bois, jusqu’à leur 
personnalisation ! Vous nous fournissez le fichier 
informatique, même une image (jpeg, photo) et nous 
lui donnons vie sur tous types de support bois.

MICHEL MONIN SAS

Monitoring: for a controlled avalanche triggering

New range of solutions proposed by TAS around the 
preventive avalanche triggering: weather station, 
snow height measurement and radar. With these 
additional surveillance and detection systems, 
users can  have both access to a decision-helping 
tool (before: «when should I shoot ?») and a result 
confirmation (after: «has the avalanche been 
triggered ?»)

MND GROUP
A new equipment to provide custom solutions!

We just purchase a brand-new software to affirm 
our expertise and realize all your needs: ripping, en-
graving, bas-relief… The perfect tool to make your 
wood creations, up to their customization. You furni-
sh your files, even images (jpeg, photo) and it come 
to life on all types of wood support.

www.monin-bois.fr

www.minalogic.com

www.mnd-group.com

www.mnd-group.com

http://www.monin-bois.fr
www.minalogic.com
http://www.mnd-group.com/fr/
http://www.mnd-group.com/fr/
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MND GROUP

NAVIC

“FILET SPECIFIQUE”: RECOVERY SYSTEM FOR 
PEOPLE FALLING FROM CHAIRLIFTS

Each year, about fifteen people fall from chairlifts 
(STRMTG data). MBS, with André HUDRY from SE-
VABEL and under the aegis of DSF proposes the 
“FILET SPECIFIQUE” aimed at lowering the impact 
of the falls from chairlifts. Particularly light, it only 
requires 3 minutes to be ready for use. The results 
of the tests from a height of 8 m with dummies 
weighing 40 and 60 kgs were very successful.

To equip your domain with this “FILET SPECIFIQUE” 
it is to have a solution to react quickly to a deterio-
rated situation at the boarding.

MND GROUP

PIC BOIS

FUNCOASTER, the monorail Alpine coaster from 
TECHFUN, the thrill-makers.

The sled has been designed in monorail for more 
sensations. It works in all seasons and can board 
up to 160kg (2 adults). Equipped with safe braking 
systems it has been designed for landscape 
integration and a strong adaptability to the terrain. 
The innovative ascent allows a turn and ruptures of 
slope without disconnection.

Lockers now combines locks and built-in RFID 
reader

You no longer need a controller to lock the locker. By 
now locking is done directly onto the door. Actual-
ly, locking is intuitive and easy : just by swiping the 
RFID ski pass onto the lock.

Thematic and comfortable furniture : «4 seasons» 
solutions.

Faithful to his innovative image the manufacturing 
company, PIC BOIS has developed modular systems 
in order to adapt the furniture according to the sea-
son : low position in summer and high position in 
winter. Many furniture have been installed in various 
resorts: Val-Thorens, Saint-François-Longchamps, 
Saint Gervais, etc…

www.mnd-group.com

www.mnd-group.com

www.navic.fr

www.pic-bois.com

http://www.mnd-group.com/fr/
http://www.mnd-group.com/fr/
http://www.navic.fr
http://www.pic-bois.com
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PRINOTH AG/SPA

PYRENEES CONCEPT

COPILOT®: The new O&M assistant

POMA is developping a digital offer for ropeway 
operators.

After UPILOT®, a digital platform and training 
simulator for operation and maintenance teams, 
POMA is innovating with COPILOT®.

COPILOT® provides operators with the right 
information at the right time so that they may operate 
and maintain their installations to ensure safety and 
availability.

POMA

RONDINO

PRINOTH SNOW HOW

SNOW HOW is PRINOTH’s analysis and consulting 
concept. It includes the software tools SNOW MEA-
SUREMENT and FLEET MANAGEMENT. SNOW HOW 
guarantees operators of ski resorts, ski jumps and 
cross-country trails more productivity and better 
slope quality at lower costs.

Pivotable and raisable 
access gantry

It can receive any sorts 
of readers (up to 6). 
The portique rotates, it 
can be placed in all po-
sitions. No strengths 
parasites, no blocking 
problems nor distor-
tion. Adjustable accor-
ding to the height of 
snow, +/- 40 cms. Rea-
ders put down in rest 
on the ground, no need 
to raise the ground le-
vel. They are perma-
nently verticals.

MAHOLI Playground – Adventure & sport equip-
ments

Range designed in a spirit which combines NATURE 
and DESIGN to promote learning and motor skills 
development in a playful spirit.

The range of activities proposed allows to adapt to 
the expectations of small and large children.

This conception in independent modules allows to 
compose the playground in relation to the needs and  
budgetary constraints. 

 www.poma.net 

www.prinoth.com
 www.rondino.fr 

www.pyrenees-concept.com

www.poma.net
http://www.prinoth.com
http://www.rondino.fr
http://www.pyrenees-concept.com
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SARL GLOBE3T

SEITZ PHOTOTECHNIK AGS20 INDUSTRIES

SERGE MONOD 

Roundshot Livecam: 360° image 
combined with full HD video!

At Mountain Planet 2018 we present 
our new product, the Roundshot 
Livecam 360° combined with a full 
HD video camera - two cameras in 
one - for the first time to the public.

This innovation makes it possible 
to combine the beauty of a 360° 
photo in high resolution - up to 66 
million pixels - with the advantage 
of video, thus capturing a scene in 
motion.

Stone picker Kivi-Pekka

Come and discover our new range of stone picker Ki-
vi-Pekka. Kivi-Pekka is leading the world market in 
rock picker and we are present in 47 countries over 
the world. Kivi-Pekka is proud to introduce you to his 
4th generation of stone picking machine. Through is 
own unique system on the market, this stone picker 
is able to pick up stone till 50 centimeter diameter. 

The first off road electric scooter with battery built 
into the frame

ONRIDE completes the wide range of Globe3t off-
road scooters. With this model you will have even 
more sensation and pleasure. ONRIDE is a leisure 
vehicle for ecological tourism to discover nature and 
heritage in complete freedom.

High performances drying cabinet

In 2018, S20 Equipments will launch the Disinfecting 
and drying cabinet.  The perfect answer to the cold, 
humidity and bacteriological issues, many compa-
nies have to face these days.

www.s20equipments.com 

www.globe3t.com

www.roundshot.com

www.sergemonodequipement.fr

http://www.s20equipments.com
www.globe3t.com
http://www.roundshot.com/xml_1/internet/fr/intro.cfm?userlg=fr
http://www.sergemonodequipement.fr/
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SKIDATA AG

SKITUDE SKAPING

SMI SNOW MACHINES

SKIWEARABLE - Wearable with GPS and RFID for 
Ski and Mountain Resorts

The Skiwearable bracelet, created by Skitude and 
Eurecat, the technological center of Catalonia, al-
lows skiers to activate GPS tracking and access to ski 
and mountain resorts thanks to RFID. Easier access, 
increased safety, more precise tracking and greater 
autonomy are the strengths of the swearable skiing.

eTicketing seamlessly integrated into your Resort 
Sales Solution

Ticketing on its next level: SKIDATA introduces the 
production and distribution of e-tickets for mobile 
phones - now seamlessly integrated into the new 
Resort Sales Solution proPOS.Cash. The turnkey 
ticketless solution - available for the Front Desk 
POS, just one click away! Manage your summer bu-
siness without physical tickets by using sweb.Wallet!

SkapeMe the Selfie XXL

Promote your venue by providing your visitors the 
kind of selfie they couldn’t do by themselves with 
SkapeMe. Our solution consists of an app connec-
ted to a proprietary superzoom photographic tech-
nology.  When the visitor takes his selfie from the 
dedicated zone, he instantly receives a breathtaking 
zoom-out video in which the scenery is 100% visible.

Super Puma

SMI’s Super Puma is the ultimate snowmaking 
machine.  

Developed with input from customers worldwide, the 
Super Puma maximizes production over a wide range 
of conditions, especially in marginal temperatures.  

The result is better snow distribution and reduced 
man hours needed for grooming.  

www.skaping.com

www.skidata.com www.snowmakers.com

www.skitudeservices.com

http://www.skaping.com
https://www.skidata.com
http://www.snowmakers.com
www.skitudeservices.com
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SPORTPULSION

SUNCONSEILSNOOC

SUPERSNOW S.A.

SUNCONSEIL Creative Agency

From a pencil stroke to a hammer blow, SUNCONSEIL 
designs the customer experience of your skiing and 
territorial areas. Through a wide range of furniture, 
sculptures and equipment, we initiate, build, develop 
and arrange remarkable viewpoints, relaxing, 
recreational or contemplation zones specific to 
every place of interest.

diversify, attract new skiers and incentive seminar

It gives new skiers an easy and exciting first 
experience of skiing. Already accepted on the slopes 
at more than 100 resorts in Europe, China and USA.

It is the first seated ski that combines uphill trekking 
with an easy fun descent. This additional sporty, 
healthy and trendy activity appeals to a wide range 
of users. Ideal for diversification. 

RENEGADE EVO ICE GTX

The RENEGADE EVO ICE GTX® is the result of 
continued improvement of a well-known classic. 
This comfortable shoe keeps feet warm on wet 
and cold days thanks to its GORE-TEX® Partelana 
lining. With its innovative Vibram® Arctic Grip sole, 
the shoe offers the optimum in secure footing on 
slippery surfaces.

Weight per pair (UK 5): 980 g | (UK 8): 1170 g

Supersnow - all weather snow making specialist

All Weather Snow, an innovative device manufactured 
by Supersnow is a perfect alternative for a complete 
snow making system in temperatures over 0 °C. 
This machine is able to produce snow 24 H per day 
disregarding the temperature.  Our machine was 
used among other events during preparations for a 
Ski Jumping World Cup Kick-off in 2017/2018 season.

www.snooc.ski

www.sunconseil.com

www.supersnow.com

www.sportpulsion.fr

http://www.snooc.ski
http://www.sunconseil.com
http://www.supersnow.com
http://www.sportpulsion.fr/
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SWINCAR

TECHNOALPINSURANDGO SARL

TECNICA GROUP

TECNICA  / BLIZZARD ZERO G

Tecnica is a family business build on quality and per-
formance since 1960. Innovation is our main concern: 
discover the new Tecnica Zero G Tour Pro and the 
Blizzard Zero G & Brahma. To know more about our 
professional offers:brice@tecnica.fr / 06.07.14.01.94 
Our job is to understand your needs in terms of 
safety, performance & reliability.

Difficult access points and soil conservation

Service delivery and construction works in the 
mountains, forests, and on paths using small all-
terrain vehicles (narrow or difficult access points 
and soil conservation).

All terrain electric spider without  any limits
SWINCAR, the pleasure of electric mobility in har-
mony with nature.  
The ATV Four-Wheel Drive SWINCAR e-Spider is a 
new way of driving, friendly to all types of environ-
ment - hills and valleys, snow and sand.
The SWINCAR e-Spider is hugely enjoyable, acces-
sible to everybody, easy and safe yet incredibly agile.
Designed and manufactured in France. 

The TR8 revolution

The latest TechnoAlpin fan gun, the TR8 offers in-
novative technologies for snow production: 1 single 
motor for the compressor and the fan, VFD control, 
cooling of the air through the water system of the 
snow gun...

The TR8 offers energy efficiency, production perfor-
mance with reduced noise emissions! This is a must 
havein a snow gun fleet!

www.surandgo.com

www.technoalpin.com

www.technoalpin.com

www.swincar.fr

http://www.surandgo.com/montagne
https://www.technoalpin.com/fr.html
https://www.technoalpin.com/fr.html
https://www.swincar.fr/
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TMS - TOUT MATERIEL SIGNALETIQUE

TRACE DE TRAILTERAGEOS

VALLIER PRODUITS PÉTROLIERS

NEW: Dynamic avalanche 

risk display

Avalanche risk indication 
sign in real time thanks 
to the display of a high 
brightness dynamic LED 
screen inserted into the 
printed panel. Ensures 
better visibility by all 
types of weather and 
being seen from afar by 
attracting the eye. This 
direct display is remotely 
controlled wirelessly via 
Bluetooth or Wi-Fi for 
quick change.

Trail-running spaces : develop trail-running 
activity on your territory

A Trail-running Space is a place offering itineraries 
and services dedicated for the practice of trail 
running. This is real tool for sports and tourism 
developments. Trail Running Space contribute to 
the development of the 4 seasons activities offering, 
for sports and family customers.Trace De Trail 
offer complete and global support, from project 
engineering to the deployment of digital solutions 
(mobile app, web portal).

Teralake®, a new system for lake waterproof with 
controls

Terageos has developed the teralake system for wa-
terproof of artificial lakes. It is composed of 3 pro-
ducts: a drainage and protection layer (teradrain®), 
a waterproof layer (geomembrane) and a protection 
and erosion control layer (teracro®). The process 
includes a double control of the waterproof, before 
and after the installation of the materials layer.

Revolution in fuels

Vallier Produits Pétroliers is the first distributor to 
offer a few years ago a heating oil and an off-road 
fuel with a higher quality and without suffer. They 
are marketed under the FioulNature and Ecopolaire 
brandsToday the group innovate again with the GTL 
fuel, compatible with all diesel engines.

www.terageos.com

 www.tracedetrail.fr 

www.tms38.com

www.vallier-produits-petroliers.com

http://www.terageos.com
http://tracedetrail.fr
http://www.tms38.com
http://www.vallier-produits-petroliers.com
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VILLETON SAS

YOUNGMOUNTAINVIADIGIS

The Shape Academy – for fun mountains

The Shape Academy by Young Mountain Marketing 
offers a unique career and training opportunity for 
people who love the outdoors and the mountains. In 
an exclusive partnership with PRINOTH, the Shape 
Academy has become the world’s biggest professio-
nal shape crew with 240 members trained in desi-
gning, building and grooming snow fun facilities.

SocialHub, the first professional network for ski 
resort !

SocialHub is the first social network within ski resort 

that enables professionals to create  a common 
speech to promote their destination.   As a unique 
exchange platform, SocialHub facilitates the 
interaction and the diffusion of contents among the 
actors of the resort in order to convey and guarantee 
a common communication towards the skiers.

Fastrac Snow:new generation of economical and 
versatile tool holders.

Optimized to receive snow removal,or brushcutting 
tools with a front / rear combination, the Fastrac 
Snow works in all situations thanks to a small size 4 
wheels drive steering.

With a motor power between 240 and 280 HP, a  
continously variable transmission, the fuel consom-
tion is controlled.

The place of the cab provides good visibility on the 
tools for more safety and a best driving comfort.

Vous souhaitez trouver 
 les coordonnées d’un exposant du 

salon Mountain Planet  
qui présente une innovation ?  

Reportez-vous  
à la liste exposants du site internet : 

www.mountain-planet.com

www.viadigis.com

www.villeton.com

www.youngmountain.com

http://www.http://mountain-planet.com/
https://viadigis.com/
http://www.villeton.com/
http://www.youngmountain.com

